Changes in supply
It is not always clear whether the demand for tourist destinations follows the supply of tourist destinations, or whether the supply of tourist destinations
responds to the demand for tourist destinations. What is probably clear though is that the supply of tourist destinations and associated tourist services has
changed with the advent of the internet.
Over the years the way the supply of holidays are accessed has changed dramatically:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Travel Agents - The traditional way to book a holiday. Like a shop you can walk in and discuss your holiday plans, budget, etc. with a travel
advisor. They will then book your holiday for you. Travel agents can be independent and allow you to book through different travel companies or
the travel agent can be the shop front for a travel company. Thomas Cook and TUI AG are two of Europe's biggest travel companies. TUI AG has
about 3,500 travel agencies across Europe.
The phone - Most travel companies will have call centres. Travel companies usually provide travel brochures and increasingly internet sites.
Customers who don't want to book online can then call and speak to advisor. In the past people may have phoned hotels directly, but this now
happen less and less.
Post - This may now seem like a very slow way to book a holiday. However, before the internet and even widespread landline connection, you
may well have had to write to a hotel to check on prices and availability. Before credit cards may have also been necessary to post a cheque.
Holiday Brochure - Many travel companies will provide brochures in shops or mail brochures to you. Some travel companies like Portman only
used brochures to try and cut costs (no need to rent travel shops). All the tourists would be able to find their chosen holiday in the brochure they
would still have to phone up to book or post a booking form.
CEEFAX - CEEFAX has now disappeared and been taken over by interactive services. However, ten years ago CEEFAX was still a popular way
to locate holiday deals. CEEFAX was a service provided through the TV. Potential customers could view offers through CEEFAX and then phone
up to make the booking.
The Internet - Now one of the most popular way to plan and book a holiday. There are multiple way to book through the internet. You can contact
hotel and tour companies directly, you can though an agent or travel company. You can also chose to pay online. The internet in particularly has
allowed small independent hotels and operators to enter the tourist market.
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It is the internet that has caused the biggest changes and allowed the supply of smaller independent hotels, hostels and tour providers to be accessed and
booked more easily. Before the advent of the internet, most booking would have been made through travel agents or by the phone using travel brochures.
There has been a massive growth in tourist related services. The availability, variety and speed of transport has increased as has the variety and
availability of accommodation. Related services like dive centres and golf courses has increased along with advice and recommendation sites.
Transport: the supply of transport has grown massively in recent decades. The quantity, speed, size and type of transport have all increased. The
increase in the speed of travel has effectively made the world smaller - this phenomenon is sometimes called space/time convergence. You will learn more
about this in the global interactions section.
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Accommodation: Once you have reached your destination, you obvioulsy need somewhere to stay. For some this involves sleeping in a tent or carvan,
for most this involves a hotel or some other permanant structure. Types of accommodation;

Resorts: Resorts tend to be large-scale and often found by the coast. They cater for package holidays and often include everything e.g. food, drinks, water
sports and entertainment. Some resorts cater more for families, while others may cater for couples and honeymooners.
Hotel: Hotel come in many forms, ranging from large TNC owned brand hotels with hundreds of rooms to much smaller independent hotels (posadas) with
maybe only three or four rooms. Before the advent of the internet small independent hotel would not have been able to attract international tourists.
However, a lot of these small hotels now have their own websites and e-mail addresses and are reviewed on sites like TripAdvisor. In some tourists
destinations the local tourism board may have set-up an internet site that you can book rooms through.
Hostel (Dorm): Hostel tend to be a lot more basic than hotels and aim for the more budget traveller e.g. back packer. Hostel rooms will often have shared
bathrooms and sometimes shared rooms. Rooms that contain multiple occupants are known as dorms.
Bed and Breakfast (B&B): B&B's are usually a converted house and run by a samily who usually still lives in the same house. They are small and intimate
and offer a personal service. As their name suggest they provide a bad and breakfast. Breakfast is sometimes eaten with the family.
Boutique Hotels: Boutique hotels are becoming increasingly popular. The can be independent of owned by a multi-national. What makes them different is
their size and individuality. They will only have a limited number of rooms and usually be designed along a theme making it unique.
Caravans: Some people own caravans which they tow behind their car and take with them. This is only possible in countries with good road networks e.g.
Europe. Other times caravans are placed in one location, these are known as static caravans and are often not owned by individuals but rented.
Tents: Traditionally tents have been a budget option. However, recently permanant tent sites have emerged and more luxury camping has caught on.
Luxury camping has become known as glamping. Luxury camping or glamping takes off in Wales - BBC article
Even though the internet has undoubtedly increased the variety and availability of hotel accommodation, the world market is still dominated by a small
number of international hotel chains. The world's biggest is the InterContinental Hotels Group (IHG), which includes brands like the Intercontinental,
Holiday Inn and Crowne Plaza. In 2010 IHG had over 4,500 hotels in over 100 countries. IHG has a variety of brands so that it can target different socioeconomic groups. Most of the hotels are operated under franchsie.

Tourist Services: Tourist services are basically anything that tourists use while on holiday, this may range from tour companies, to money exchanges, to
taxi companies to restaurants. I am going to look at the growth of two tourist related services. Both these services attract specific tourists, often on
speciality holidays i.e. focusing on one activity.
GOLF COURSES
China has seen a massive growth in th enumber of golf courses. A lot of this
growth is to accommodate the growing middle calss in China, but it is also
trying to attract international and domestic tourists to visit its resorts. China's
first golf course only opened in 1984 and by 2009 it had over 600 courses. In
the next five years it plans to build 14,000 new public courses. This figure
excludes all the private courses that will be built at the same time. Mission
Hill Golf Centre alone has 12 courses. Mission Hills invites tourists to stay for
one and two weeks to play all of its courses. To promote the golf industry
further China now hosts several major international golf tournaments
including the Volvo China Open and the HSBC Champions Event.

DIVE CENTRES

Diving is becoming an increasingly popular pastime and is often done just
on holiday. Divers wil often go on holiday just to dive and may even stay on
a 'live aboard', which is basically a floating hotel just for divers. PADI is one
of the biggest providers of diving certification. It has seen massive growth
in recent years and now certifies nearly 1 million people a year. It has over
5,300 recognised dive centres in over 180 countries (El Salvador only has
three, but Honduras has over 40)

China's Mr Golf looks to tee up business - BBC article
Travel Agents and Travel Recommendation Websites: Even though there has been a growth in independent hotels and tourist operators the majority of
holidays are still booked through travel agents or tour operators. Tour perators like TUI AG actually decide in adavance the number (supply) of package
holidays that are going to be offered. They have to decide the supply in advance because they need to book flights, hotels rooms, tour guides, coaches,
etc. These predictions are not always correct. If they supply too many holidays then prices will go down and if they don't provide enough then prices will go
up.
Along with the growth in tourism that has been a growth in travel review websites. By far the biggest is TripAdvisor which is actually owned by a travel
agent (Expedia). Review websites allow tourists to make a more informed choice and also allows small indpendent websites to compete with large
companies provding they offer a good service and have good reviews.
TUI AG: TUI AG is a German multinational travel and tourism
TripAdvisor: TripAdvisor.com is the world's largest travel site that assists
customers in gathering travel information, posting reviews and opinions of travel company headquartered in Hanover, Germany. It was founded in 1968
related content and engaging in interactive travel forums. TripAdvisor.com is part and today it is one of the world's largest tourist firms with interests
of the TripAdvisor Media Group, operated by Expedia Inc. TripAdvisor is a pioneer across Europe. It owns travel agencies, hotels, airlines, cruise ships
and retail stores.
of user generated content. Anyone can become a member and write a review
aabout any hotel, airline tor that they may have used. Tripadvisor was founded in
February 2000 and operates under 17 brand names.
• approx. 3,500 travel agencies

TripAdvisor chief meets north Wales hoteliers - BBC article

•
•
•
•
•

79 tour operators in 18 countries
over 120 aircraft
37 incoming agencies in 31 countries
12 hotel brand in 28 countries with 285 hotels and around
163,000 beds
10 cruise liners

TUI travel reports jump in profit - BBC article
Holiday shortages and prices rise ahead - BBC article

